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THIS IS WHAT
DURING THE CAMPAIGN
From Nov 25

to Dec 10

Nov 25, Friday.
The Letterbox Resistance.

Nov 26, Saturday.
Women on Wiki:
A Wikipedia Edit-a-thon
Nov 27, Sunday.
Stories on Wheels

Nov 28, Monday.
Blog Symposium on Education,
Gender and Violence.

The Dummies' Guide to Sexual Harassment:
Through the 16 days, we had 4 mannequins
placed in different parts of the city, and
invited people to tell us where they've been
touched inappropriately.
Nov 29, Tuesday.
Resource creation on violence
against women in politics.
Nov 30, Wednesday.
Tweet-chat on #MaritalRape

Dec 1, Thursday.
Twitter chat with Bishakha Datta
(@busydot) on gender, technology,
sexuality and violence.
Dec 2, Friday.
Just between us: An intergenerational dialogue with
InnerWheel Club.

Due to the death of former tamil nadu chief minister j jayalalithaa on December 5, and the
cyclone in tamil nadu on december 8 and 9, some of our campaign events were rescheduled.
the dates mentioned here therefore reflect those changes, and the 16 days campaign that was
supposed to end on december 10 went well into january.
Dec 3, Saturday.
What’s the Story:
A book discussion on fiction and
gender violence.
Dec 4, Sunday.
Be Smart. Be Safe.
A Self Defence workshop for women.
Dec 5, Monday. held on dec 29.
Gender Sensitisation Training
for employees at SPI Cinemas.
Dec 6, Tuesday. held on feb , 2017.
An End to Gender Violence: A Talk by
Dr Swarna Rajagopalan.

Dec 7, Wednesday. held on dec 21.
WCC Safety Audit Results
Workshop.
Dec 8, thursday. held on Dec 15.
Community Cafe at Bookmine,
Harrington Road.
Dec 9, friday. held on jan 4, 2017.
Militarisation workshop at
University of Madras.
Dec 10, Saturday.
A poetic companion to
the dummies' guide to sexual harassment.

About the 16 Days of Activism
The 16 Days of Activism against Gender Violence originated
in 1991 as an initiative of the Centre for Women’s Global
Leadership at Rutgers University…
Picture: Stories of Wheels Team

Since then, it has been used as an organising strategy by several
organisations around the world. Between November 25 and
December 10 every year, organisations and individuals across
the world use the campaign as a tool to draw the attention of
the general public, policymakers and specific constituencies of
change to the various ways in which gender violence aﬀects
people, and the ways in which we can eliminate all forms of
violence against women and girls.
The campaign extends between International Day for the
Elimination of all forms of Violence against Women
(November 25) and International Human Rights Day
(December 10), thus emphasising that gender violence is a
legitimate and critical human rights issue, and must be
acknowledged as such. In addition, International Women
Human Rights Defenders Day falls on 29 November,
spotlighting countless individuals and organisations who
dedicate themselves to defending the rights of women
throughout the year; and World AIDS Day on December 1 is
an opportunity to highlight the impact of gender violence on
public health issues such as HIV and AIDS.

The 2016 Prajnya Campaign
Prajnya has been conducting the 16 Days Campaign since
2008, and 2016 was the 7th campaign conducted by us…
The 2016 campaign was the first one in the ‘third cycle’ of our
16 Days campaigns, as we call it. In 2015, we had a break year,
and used the time that would usually be spent organising the
campaign to introspect. We commissioned a researcher to look
into past campaigns, speak to our volunteers and partners, and
tell us where we were going wrong and what we were getting
right.
As a result, the 2016 campaign tried to follow the
recommendations of that exercise - we tried to partner with
new people and tried to do more with our existing partners.
We focussed on doing what we’re increasingly known for - low
on cost, light on logistics programmes that will help us explore
new ways of reaching out to people with the message that’s
become our own: End the silence around gender violence.
While we did plan on one large public event this year on the
last day of the campaign - a public forum on street sexual
harassment - it had to be cancelled because of the cyclone that
hit Chennai in December.
So we were left with really only one ‘public’ event - a panel
discussion on fiction and gender violence. But the many other
‘non public’, targeted and invite-only programmes we did have
brought us closer to many people we wouldn’t have otherwise
met.

Campaign Accounts
What we spent and how we spent it.

• Under ‘Information and Communications,’ we include the
costs of printing and photocopying gender violence related
handouts, invitations and posters; oﬃce supplies; courier,
postal and campaign telephone charges. We spent Rs 54,418
under this head.
• Under ‘Programme Logistics,’ we include the costs of renting
venues and audiovisual equipment (including projector,
screen, laptop, speakers and lights); travel costs and
refreshments. We spent Rs 23,055 under this head.

The Letterbox Resistance
Day 1.
In a world of internet and email, could the old-fashioned letter
bring change? The Letterbox Resistance was our experiment,
and a favourite with many of our supporters - most of them
inveterate letter writers. Here too, the focus was on low-costeasy-logistics, but solid impact. The idea was to send letters,
notes, postcards - to specific people or to the world in general;
and ask for an end to gender-based violence. Letters could be
personal, reflective, funny-true, or all of these.
Friends of Prajnya met at cafes in Chennai city - At the Eco
Cafe at Chamier's Road, The Coﬀee Central in T. Nagar, and
Phoenix Market City Food Court. While many wrote postcards
addressed to specific people (with one or two addressed to the
members of film industry asking for an end to oppression of
women in tamil films), some wrote letters to be hidden away at
the cafes, for a future visitor to find, read, think. Some wrote
letters to family members, others wrote to friends. And to their
own past and future selves.
From choosing the stationery to finding interesting ways to
hide letters, and putting on the postage stamps, this activity
was perhaps one the most fun things we did this year.

Women on Wiki
A Wikipedia Edit-a-thon.
Day 2.
On Day 2 of the campaign, we partnered with the Red
Elephant Foundation for a Wikipedia edit-a-thon. Our aim was
to put as many women’s organisations and women’s rights
activists on Wikipedia as possible. Focusing on people and
organisations in Tamil Nadu, and India, we planned for two
sessions - one from 10am to 1pm, and the second from 2pm to
5pm.
However, since this was an open-to-all-who-register event,
most of the participants who were supposed to turn up, didn’t.
While we did manage to create and edit a few pages, the event
was not as successful as we would have liked it to be.
Some of the pages we managed to create and/or edit were:
1. Rani Annadurai
2. Durgabai Deshmukh
3. Elsa D’Silva
4. Forum Against Oppression of Women

Stories on Wheels
Day 3.
On Day 3 of the campaign, Prajnya volunteers split into three
teams and took three diﬀerent routes from Olympia Tech Park
in Guindy to Semmozhi Poonga. The objective was to speak to
women from all ages and backgrounds on the way - and get
their stories of how street sexual harassment aﬀects their life.
Among the stories that people related to the volunteers: A
young woman who was accosted by a man pretending to be a
police oﬃcer, two women who were rendered homeless after
the 2015 Chennai floods and faced harassment on a regular
basis as they lived on a footpath, and mothers who were
worried about their daughters who travelled alone.
The videos of these stories were edited together to form a
short film by our volunteer Vaishnavi.
Watch the video here.

Education, Gender and Violence
A Blog Symposium.
Day 4.
The Inclusive Classroom
by Priyadarshini Rajagopalan
There is a lot of talk in education
about creating an ‘inclusive
educational environment’ in
schools. This term immediately
suggests the process of
integrating children with special
educational needs into a regular
classroom. However, that would

This year’s campaign blog symposium centred around the
global 16 Days of Activism theme: “From Peace in the Home to
Peace in the World: Make Education Safe for All!”
The blogposts we’ve compiled are primarily reflections on how
education can be made more inclusive and how teaching
inclusiveness can be a way to prevent gender violence.
We also have an interview with Vidya Reddy of Tulir, whose
pioneering work with schools has put child sexual abuse on the
social change agenda.

be a very narrow view of the
term inclusive as it presupposes
that the existing population of
the classroom is ‘included’. Read
more…

Teaching the girl… her place?
by Reva Yunus
In public and policy discourses, girls’ and women’s education is
invariably linked with this very vaguely defined and unspecified term,

Life in a Girls’ Porta-Cabin
by Rashmi Kumari

‘women’s empowerment’. However, given the pervasive nature of
gender-based discrimination and violence across the country, we need
to question this assumption that any sort of empowerment for women
follows from education, particularly school education. Read more…

Jayashree*, a shy eighthstandard student, loved to play.
Enrolled at a ‘Porta-cabin’ in
Ankaluru village of Bijapur
district in Chattisgarh, Jayashree
participated in kabaddi
competitions held at the village.
Read more…

The Story of Janishala
by Purnima
Janishala was started by Nirantar in 2008, in Mehroni block of Lalitpur
district, Uttar Pradesh. Janishala was part of Sahjani Shiksha Kendra,
Nirantar’s field intervention in the area of women’s education and
empowerment. Read more…

Interview with Vidya Reddy: Parents are key to fighting child sexual abuse
by S Meera
Personal Safety Education is one of our programmes for schools, but there are multiple ways Tulir can help schools
become safe. Whichever aspect is received well, we go with that… Read more…

Violence Against Women in Politics
November 29 is International Women Human Rights
Defenders' Day, and as part of the 2016 Prajnya 16 Days
Campaign Against Gender Violence, we used the observance
date for resource creation on the subject.
Day 5.
Women and their right to lead
Column by Dr Swarna Rajagopalan @ The New Indian Express
Excerpt: "A woman who remains politically active in the face of threat
to her body and her family must surely be a person of dubious
character. There is no more effective barrier to a woman’s active and
effective participation in public life than the contempt of family and
community. With the International Women Human Rights Defenders
Day falling on November 29, we should take a moment to recognise
the contribution that women in politics have made to our lives."

Songs of Struggle, Dreams of Freedom

Violence against Women in Politics (#VAWIP) and

Column by Dr Swarna Rajagopalan @ DNA

Women Human Rights Defenders (WHRD)

Excerpt: "All over the world, women put their lives on

An Annotated Bibliography by Radhika Bhalerao

the line, risking everything to stand up for their political

The intent in compiling this annotated bibliography

values and to fight for other people’s rights—but no one

was to identify and summarise academic as well as

wants to learn about them or remember them. They are

non-academic literature easily available in the public

not our heroes, even though their work is heroic... (we)

domain on the topics of gender-based violence in

ignore the tremendous cost at which women undertake

politics and elections, against Women Human Rights

any public sphere work, whether it is mainstream

Defenders (HRD), including violence by extremist

politics, social work or that large, grey minefield that

groups. The publication of this annotated

lies between the two, human rights advocacy.

bibliography as a public document is to assist other
researchers, the donor community and others who
have an interest in aforementioned arenas.

#StopVAWIP: Profile of Wajeha Al-Huwaider
A profile by Emma Kingscott
(This post was sent in response to the 2016 Prajnya 16 Days Campaign Against Gender Violence’s call for profiles
of women human rights defenders.)
Excerpt: "Al-Huwaider is one of the few Saudi women who courageously stand up for the rights of women which
are so explicitly denied. The suppression of women’s rights in Saudi Arabia is well documented, yet the state is still
given the freedom to implement laws which prohibit women from going anywhere without the permission of a
male guardian, being allowed to drive, given the right to vote or participate in sports.”

Tweetchat on #MaritalRape
Day 6.

Section 375 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) makes an exception
to marital rape. It says: “Sexual intercourse by a man with his
own wife, the wife not being under fifteen years of age, is not
rape.”
On Day 6 of the campaign, we took to Twitter to find out
exactly what people thought of this exception - and to talk
about why marital rape needs to be criminalised.
The discussion was flagged oﬀ by questions about marriage
being viewed as a sacred vow, and how almost anything is
permissible under it – violence, rape, abuse. Many questions
were raised: Does Indian culture reject the idea of consent?
What happens after criminalisation of marital rape?
Unsurprisingly - a recurring question during the chat was:
What if such a law is ‘misused’?
Storified here.

Tweetchat with @busydot
Prajnya talks to Bishakha Datta on gender, technology,
sexuality and violence.
Day 7.
Where does gender violence most happen? Are we safe on the
internet, where perhaps "real world" is not aﬀected and there
can be no "physical" harm? A Tweetchat with Bishakha Dutta,
founder of PoV Mumbai - an organisation that explores the
intersection of gender, sexuality and technology, looked at
these questions.
Questions were raised on sex, pornography, the violence of
video games, technology enabled surveillance, and the limits
placed on women - especially young women - and their access
of these spaces. We tweeted and talked about hacking, nudeselfies, ex boyfriends and blackmailers, mobile phones and
their ability to stay connected, while also being places from
which gender violence begins and perpetuates.
Storified here.

Just Between Us
An Inter-generational Dialogue with InnerWheel Club.
Day 8.
It was a conversation between grandmothers, mothers and
daughters - not on diﬀerent ends of a divide, but in a
continuum - discussing an issue that aﬀects them all.
On Day 8 of the campaign, Prajnya partnered with InnerWheel
Club of Chennai Presidency for ‘Just Between Us’ - an
intergenerational dialogue.
The participants were familiar with each other - and yet, for
many, this was the first time they were having a conversation
about gender based violence.
At the heart of the conversation was an invitation to share.
What was the first time you realised there was inequality in the
world? When did you first encounter gender violence and how
did you respond? What does it feel like to resist?
With this new partnership, we hope to have many more such
conversations with other chapters of the club in the city.

What’s the Story?
Day 9.
What was the old chestnut about art and life, about fact and
fiction? What's The Story wanted to see where in fiction, there
is truth, and what the best loved stories tell us about gender
violence. The idea was to get readers together at a place and
discuss their favourite stories and books, and talk about how
the women in it are treated.
To kick start the discussion four panelists were invited, with
each of them discussing specific areas of their choosing. And
what better place than a bookstore - Crosswords in Alwarpet to have this? With an audience - mostly walk-ins, and some
Prajnya regulars - eager to chip in, the discussion went great.
Romance, fiction, science-fiction, fantasy, realism, poetry,
comics, history, translations - came under the gender lens, with
issues of consent, agency, who drives the narration,
protagonists, analysed and critiqued.

Be Smart. Be Safe.
A Self-defence Workshop for Women.
Day 10.
How important is self defence to women's safety? This is a
contentious question - as it immediately brings up arguments
of victim blaming in a case of assault. At Prajnya, we don't
endorse the view that women are somehow responsible for the
violence they face by not learning self defence.
At the same time, we acknowledge that by knowing a little bit
about their own strength, women can feel more confident at
home, at work, and in public.
For the third time during a Prajnya 16 Days Campaign, we tied
up with KravMaga Tamil Nadu, and Mr S Sreeram, for a free, 2
hour self defence session for women and girls. This year, around
15 women participated in the workshop, and learned how to get
away from a violent situation quickly.

SPIrit of Equality
Training at SPI Cinemas.
Day 11.
SPI Cinemas partnered with Prajnya on multiple occasions. In
2013, during the 16 Days Campaign, they agreed to be one of
our ‘Safer Spaces’ - committing to zero tolerance to sexual
harassment in their premises. During Daan Utsav 2016, they
raised fund for Prajnya using their Wish Tree.
We renewed our partnership during the 2016 campaign, and
went over to their corporate oﬃce to train 30 of their
employees on identifying gender violence, and the diﬀerent
ways to deal with it.
From exploring the diﬀerence between gender and sex, and
busting some myths about gender based violence, the training
tried to familiarise the participants with some important issues
and get them to introspect on their personal stands.
The participants were mainly women this time around, but we
hope to reach out to all their staﬀ over a period of time.

Gender Violence and its End
Speech at Soroptimist.
Day 12.
The talk for members of Soroptimist Club was supposed to be
held on December 6, Day 12 of the campaign. It was finally
rescheduled for January xx, and Dr Swarna Rajagopalan,
Founder and Managing Trustee of Prajnya, spoke about why
bringing an end to gender violence is important, and how we
should go about it. Excerpts:
“Why would we not fight to end the silence that surrounds
gender-based violence—especially because it is when we start
talking about it in genteel spaces like this, our living rooms and
our seminar rooms, that we start moving towards ending it.”
We get asked all the time why violence happens. This is a hard
question to answer because there’s not one immediate trigger.
I am also reluctant to answer this question because I think of
what Ionesco wrote in “The Rhinoceros,” a play we all need
desperately to read at this political moment: “To understand is
to justify.” When we are working to end injustice, it is
important to retain in our core some amount of incredulity: “I
cannot believe we are inhumane enough to allow this. I refuse
to understand why this is possible.”

Safety Audit Workshop
At Women’s Christian College.
Day 13.
The students of the English Department at WCC conducted a
safety audit of areas around Nungambakkam, Kodambakkam
and Egmore, and during the workshop, they presented their
findings to the Prajnya team. The students then took feedback
on how to frame their report, which was initially supposed to
have been presented during the Public Forum on the last day of
the campaign.
But as there was no Public Forum, the students put together
the report and presented it to the Chennai Corporation
Commissioner, along with the Prajnya team.
Excerpt from the report:
Following the audit, the student volunteers came up with a list of actionable recommendations for the city
municipal authorities and the police, including:
Visible policing: Increase the number of police patrolling the streets especially after 6pm.
Clean neighbourhoods: Focus on garbage disposal and repairing of sewerage lines.
Enforcement of parking regulations: The regulations on the parking of private vehicles need to be strictly
imposed.
Street lighting needs to be brighter.
Fix missing slabs and visible cracks in pavements.
Regulate the encroachment of shops and vendors into pavements.
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Community Cafe
At Bookmine, Harrington Road.
Day 14.
In 2014, during the Prajnya 16 Days Campaign, Sudha
Umashanker joined our community as a G.E.M. - a gender
equality mobiliser. Sudha has since taken her role quite
seriously, and this year, she invited Prajnya over to The
Storycorner - a small library at her residence - where she
brought her friends together for a Community Cafe session.
The discussion touched upon many subjects, as Community
Cafes often do. From domestic violence to teenage pregnancy,
Sudha’s friends and neighbours, and one of her staﬀ members,
talked about what aﬀects them and how they should tackle the
issue in future.

Gender and Militarisation
Certificate course for students of Madras University.
Day 15.
Prajnya has partnered with Madras University for this course
before, and we went back - this time for the students of the
departments of women’s studies and defence studies.
Dr Swarna Rajagopalan, who conducted the course, started out
by defining the terms gender, militarisation and securitisation.
The course made students look at the gendered impact of
militarisation, and how gender matters in a conflict situation.
From the course:
Gender analysis is a way in which you choose to look at the world so
you can see everyone’s particular realities better.
Gender sensitivity is a commitment you make.
Gender mainstreaming is how you enact that commitment—to make
sure everyone benefits equally and that no inequalities are reinforced
or perpetuated.

Poetic Companion…
…To The Dummies’ Guide to Sexual Harassment.
Day 16
Alamu’s poem:
நா# ம%தp πறp* அ#ேறா?
எ# உடm* சைத3m ரtதµm
ேசrnத9 தாேன?
அ;l =>p*m ெவAp*m

On Day 16 of the campaign, what was originally planned was a
public forum on street sexual harassment. But since the
programme had to be cancelled due to Cyclone Vardah, we
decided to have an in-house event instead - and invited friends
of Prajnya to a short poetry reading session.

Read more…

The four poets - Sharanya Manivannan, Alamu R, Michelle
Ann James and Santha N - wrote a poem each, inspired by the
mannequins we had placed in four diﬀerent parts of the city.
Since the mannequins couldn’t speak, we asked the poets to
speak for them instead.

Michelle’s poem:

Santha’s poem:

Sharanya’s poem:

A blinding flash of light,

ெபDகF நm நாGH# கDகF.

I was told I could hold

Luminous, frightening.

ஏ# இvஉலM#கDகF.

the world in my hands,

You look away,

ெபDகைள ம;t9 –

but not how I had to

You have mastered the art of

மனp *Dகைள அOpேபாm..

walk through it,

Read more…

my body…

ஊAம#ேறா?

looking away.
Read more…

Read more…
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Partners
The list of organisations who partnered with us for this
campaign.
• Anokhi Cafe
• Centre for Women’s Development and Research
• Crossword
• Defence Studies Department, University of Madras
• Inner Wheel Club of Chennai Presidency
• Kravmaga Tamil Nadu
• PCVC
• Red Elephant Foundation
• Shree Ayurvedic Hospital
• Soroptimist
• SPI Cinemas
• Sundari Silks
• Trans Mannequins
• Women’s Christian College
• Women’s Studies Department, University of Madras
• Woodlands Enterprises

Campaign Corporate Partnerships
Through the campaign, these organisations helped us…
Sundari Silks: They provided us with 3 mannequins for ‘The Dummies’ Guide to Sexual
Harassment’, and distributed our ‘Call for Help’ pamphlets to their customers.
Trans Mannequins: They provided us with one mannequin for ‘The Dummies’ Guide to Sexual
Harassment’.
Woodlands Enterprises Petrol Pump: They helped us distribute ‘Call for Help’ pamphlets to
their customers.

Stay in touch!

EMAIL, TWITTER, FACEBOOK... WE'RE EVERYWHERE!

During the Campaign Season
Email: prajnya.16days@gmail.com
Web: www.prajnya.in/16days
Blog: www.prajnya16days.blogspot.com
Facebook: fb.com/prajnya16dayscampaign
Twitter: @prajnya
Beyond the Campaign Season
Email: prajnyatrust@gmail.com
Web: www.prajnya.in
Blog: gritprajnya.wordpress.com
keepingcount.wordpress.com/
Facebook: fb.com/prajnyatrust
Twitter: @prajnya

